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Towelling Padding Material

Towelling Padding Material

... for a comfortable padding of orthoses

The soft padding material has a skin-friendly towelling
coating on one side and a velour coating on the reverse
side. It is exchangeable and available in the colours
black, blue, beige and grey.

Article Number
PL3687-02/1
PL3687-02/2
PL3687-02/4

Scope of
Delivery
1x
1x
1x

Length x Width x Thickness
[mm]
1000 x 1400 x 4
1000 x 1400 x 4
1000 x 1400 x 4

Colour

Unit

black
blue
grey

sheet
sheet
sheet

The antimicrobial properties and washability at 60°C
ensure an optimal wearing comfort. The material is
breathable and dries quickly.

If you cut the material with pinking shears, there are
no frayed edges and therefore a functional edge which
does not need to be linked.

With its low thickness, the material is defined by a soft
padding, good resiliance and contour adaptation, thus
offering a high wearing comfort.

For fixing the padding material on the velour side,
hook dots or hook tape can be ordered separately.

A secure fixation of the padding material is
achieved by a point fixation of the hook dots or
the hook tape in the orthosis.

Hook Tape, Self-adhesive, Transparent
Article Number
KV4050-L1000

Scope of Delivery Length x Width x Thickness [mm]
1x
1000 x 50 x 1

Unit
tape

Hook Dots
For hygienic reasons, we recommend producing at least
one replacement padding. This way, the patient always
has a clean padding at hand.

(Germany)

Article Number
KV0020-22/06
KV0020-22/40

!

Scope of Delivery
6 x hook dots, self-adhesive, transparent
40 x hook dots, self-adhesive, transparent

Unit
set
set

For the padding of knee orthoses we recommend other materials.
Please contact us for further information.

www.fior-gentz.com
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